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Ryan Elliot: My Hero
Andrew Lamprey, DSP
Scarborough, ME

In the five years I’ve been employed at Residential Resources, what I witnessed on Monday, May 9, 2016, is truly one of my proudest
professional moments. I have been suffering
from a pinched nerve in my back for a little
while, and Monday morning while preparing
for work, I slipped on a wet floor. That sent my
back into agonizing misery. Later in the day,
Ryan came home from his day at day program and went about his usual routine: playing video games in his bedroom. He came
out of his room as I began my agonizing walk
to the kitchen to make dinner. Ryan immediately saw that I was struggling (even though
I was trying my hardest to hide it) and asked
if I was ok. I said I was fine, just having some
back pain. Ryan took action, pulled the
ground beef out of the refrigerator and took
the cheese out. He stood right next to me as
I formed the burgers (his favorite) and got
ready to cook them. Then he told me he was
going to make a salad, and made enough for
himself and his housemates. He walked outside with me (I limped) to put the burgers on the grill and kept me company as they cooked.
This was truly a special moment. Ryan went above and beyond to help me when I’m the
one there to help him. It shows that every teachable moment we face can really impact our
consumers in many ways. It also shows how perceptive those we support can be, no matter how much we try to hide it, there’s always a gesture, expression, or movement that they
can read and react to. Most of all, this speaks to Ryan’s character. How he reacted and
handled this situation shows me that the work we do as DSPs makes a huge difference to so
many. Thank you, Ryan, for your amazing help, and making a delicious meal for everybody.
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Hampshire Drive Celebrates Bruce’s Birthday
Sarah Beane, Program Manager
Manchester, NH

May 5th was Bruce’s birthday. For weeks Larry had been
reminding staff that they needed to celebrate this day in a
special way! When staff came in that morning, they didn’t
tell the guys about the exciting day they had planned, but
oh what fun they were in for!
After breakfast and morning chores around the home were
completed, Larry, Bruce, Steven, and the staff headed out
on their adventure for the day. They started getting some
ideas of where they might be going. Maybe it was the park
for a picnic or maybe they were going to the movies! With
great anticipation, they watched out the window.
They finally arrived at their destination…the AMC movie theatre! They were so excited. It had been a
very long time since they were at the movies. They decided to go
see The Jungle Book. So, they bought their tickets, they went to find
the designated theatre, handed the man their tickets, and went to
find their seats. Boy, were they comfy! They reclined and all; it was
just like watching a movie while lying in bed!
As the movie started, the guys each got their snacks. They had each
picked out a diet coke, a bag of Lay’s potato chips, and a package of peanut M&Ms and they were ready for the movie to start! As
the movie came on the screen, their eyes lit up with excitement and
happiness. Larry kept
saying, “I watched this
movie as a little boy
and now I get to watch
it again.” In one of the
scenes there was a forest on fire. Larry got
excited and shouted
loudly, “The woods are on fire. I should call the fire department.” Everyone in the theatre laughed and Larry giggled
with delight! It was the perfect birthday celebration, Bruce
said afterwards.
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Connecting in the Community
Lori Lake, Program Manager
Emerald St., Keene, NH
While out on a recent shopping excursion with my family I had the most heartwarming
experience happen. We were coming out of Best Buy in Nashua and there was a young
gentleman standing outside with his cocker spaniel. Me, being a sucker for dogs, asked
if I could pet her. His face lit up and he said “Yes, absolutely!” I hadn’t noticed before
asking that she was wearing a service dog vest, so I said “Oh, I didn’t realize she was a
service dog, I’m sorry.” The young man replied back with “It’s okay, that’s why I have her.
I have Asperger’s and she helps me talk to people, she is my ice breaker.”
He proceeded to tell us that he never left home before he got her because of anxiety
and difficulty communicating, and that his mother kept telling him he needed to be
more social. He said Sandy (that’s the dog’s name) has changed his life, he no longer sits
at home, and that she knows when he is feeling anxious and will guide him out of where
he is and straight to his truck. I thanked him for sharing his story with us and for allowing us
to pet Sandy, he thanked us for listening.
It goes to show that no matter how great the obstacle, with a little help you can achieve
your goals.

Crazy Hat Day in Manchester
Haley Wright, Program Manager
Manchester, NH
Spring has finally sprung! Sometimes winter in NH can feel like
it lasts for years, but (fingers
crossed) it seems we may be
in the clear for some warmer
weather. To break away some
of the remaining winter shells,
Scott Dow, our State Director, challenged the NH offices
to “Wacky Hat Wednesdays”.
Boy, did they deliver.
For three straight weeks, the local offices were encouraged
to show up with their fanciest
chapeaux to help ring in the
fresh air.
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My 1ST IAMM Experience
JoAnn Burger, Service Coordinator
Ballston Lake, NY
The gang from Ballston Lake: Tami Loya, Joely Miller, Tabitha Meara, and myself, arrived in Keene the
evening before the IAMM event. We checked into the Holiday Inn, crunched in a short shopping
spree and quickly refreshed ourselves before driving to Main Street for dinner. We were excited and
charged with anticipation of having fun! We shared great conversation over a delicious dinner with
Diana VanAlstyne and Jessica Hart. After dinner, Diana and Jessica
gave us a brief walking tour of Keene. They introduced us to a candy store, mind you none of us bought any candy, at least not that I
can remember, pointed out the many historical landmarks and RRI
headquarters. My initial thought was WOW “What a headquarters!”
A Grand Victorian Home – nothing austere about that!
Of course we found a spot to take a group photograph.
Fast forward to the day of the IAMM event. I really didn’t know what
to expect and must admit I was a bit curious after pulling a tag from
a bag labeled “Admiral Motti”. I said to myself, Lord, what am I getting myself into! My anxiety subsided after learning the purpose was
just to get you up from your seat, and circulate around the room to
locate the other “Admiral Motti”. I was so relieved I did not have to
characterize this person of which I had no inkling of who or what he
was about. I quickly became aware this was all part of the event’s
theme - ‘Star Wars’. One of the suggested interview questions was
‘Where were you in 1977?’ A great icebreaker which became an interesting component to learn more about others. Dialogue continued with Star Wars trivia, and Kenda revealing 1977 was the date of
original movie. Anyway, I became more at ease, and observed the
group further engaged as to what was to follow. We assembled into
assigned groups for round table discussions. The theme continued
throughout the day, with tasks to complete from sealed envelopes
labeled with quotes from ‘Star Wars’ movie.
It proved to be a really fun and interesting day to learn more about the perspectives, and associated
responsibilities of staff from the New York, New Hampshire, and Maine offices. Nice to finally see the
faces associated with people you had phone conversations with or from an office directory. The brainstorming and sharing of experiences unfolded with enthusiasm and motivation to learn more about
RRI, its employees, roles, and challenges. I learned about medicinal herbs and stretching exercises
while working at your desk! The lunch was wonderful too!
Just for curiosity sake I googled Star Wars and found: “The Force” described in the first produced film
as “an energy field created by all living things {that} surrounds us, penetrates us, {and} binds the galaxy
together”. It’s evident much due diligence was put forth! It was a great very informative experience
that I feel privileged to have been able to partake in. Thank you RRI!
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It Takes a Community
Jessica Oliver, Service Coordinator
Plattsburgh, NY
On Saturday May 7, 2016 the Plattsburgh office of Residential Resource Inc. joined forces with
other community organizations to participate in the Autism Walk. This year RRI had an activity
table and free grab gifts to offer to the individuals who came out to join in the walk. Although RRI
has participated in the past this was the first year that the agency had an activity table. RRI was
lucky to have two interns this year who put together an activity that adults and children of many
levels were able to enjoy
and get a few laughs in.
The participation in the
walk has grown exponentially over the years with
an increase of volunteers,
community organizations
and individuals participating in the walk itself. RRI’s
participation offers individuals in the community
a chance to get to know
the members of our organization and ask questions.
RRI serves several individuals that benefit greatly
from the work the Autism
Alliance has been able
to do, raising funds and
awareness as the rate
ASD diagnosis has increased. The money goes
toward grants and scholarships that will be offered
to individuals with an ASD
diagnosis, whether it be to
purchase an iPad, communication device, or offer assistance for transitioning young adults to higher education or independent living.
Clients and families were happy to see agencies from the community join together toward a
common cause that effects many of the individuals we provide services too. This year the Walk
raised over $50,000.00. RRI was happy to be a part of this ever expanding event and to “team”
up with other service providers because it really takes a community.
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Emerald St. Crazy Hat Day
Toni Stickler, Program Manager
Emerald St., Keene, NH

The Dance Show

On May 12th the Emerald Street office had its
first official “Crazy Hat Day”! We participated in
this event every Thursday in May. It’s a nice way
to bring a little more fun into the office environment. As you can clearly see, Scott definitely
had the best crazy hat! Imagine trying to concentrate in a manager’s meeting with those big
buggy eyes staring back at you!

Chelly Leger
Emerald St., Keene, NH
I did the dance show on the 22nd of
April and we did a lot of dances.
One dance was ‘The Lion Sleeps Tonight’.
It was fun doing the show, a lot of
people showed up. It was nice to
see a lot of people there, the people from WKS came to the show and
people from MDS came, like my Service Coordinator.
I really like going to dance group every week and then participating in
the production.

Thank you to everyone who contributes
articles and pictures to the newsletter.

Our Guiding Principles

Articles are due by the second Friday of
each month for the following month’s
newsletter. The newsletter will be posted
at www.resresources.com on the first business day of each month.

Creativity We foster creativity by exploring and learning, embracing change,
and pursuing best practice. We always ask ourselves, ‘Is there a better way?’

If you do not have access to the internet and
would like a copy of the newsletter mailed
to you, please contact your local Residential Resources office to make arrangements.
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Truth / Honesty We foster an environment where open and honest feedback
and sharing are expected, encouraged, and supported. We honor commitments;
and we share feelings, opinions, experiences, ideas, and information in order to
optimize each individual’s personal and professional growth and development.
Empowerment We empower people through a process which includes giving
them the opportunities, the authority, the information, and the examples necessary to become successful decision makers.
Diversity We welcome and value different perspectives, contributions, and capabilities. We promote growth, opportunity, and experience.
Quality We continually improve our services by: Promoting positive change; Increasing knowledge and skills; Encouraging personal growth; Valuing individual
differences; Learning from our experiences.
Respect We believe that respect is a right, and we conduct ourselves accordingly. Our standards include the exercise of human dignity; the honoring and
valuing of self and others; and communication that is clear, direct, and honest.
Trust We create trust by being consistent, stable, honest, and reliable. Trust also
requires sincerity, knowledge, and capability.

www.resresources.com

www.resresources.com/twitter

